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WORLD CONVENTION CHICAGO

The Twenty-Third World Convention for Narcotics
Anonymous was held 2-5 September in Chicago, Illinois,
USA.
Four WSO staff members were on hand to provide
administrative and accounting services at the convention.
By all reports, the convention was successful in terms of
the quality of recovery shared and the message being
carried.
We would like to emphasize the success of the World
Unity Day celebration. We had a telephone connection
with several countries outside North America at the
beginning of the main meeting so that NA members from
all over were able to participate in the celebration and listen
to the main meeting.
By all reports, the event was
heartwarming and inspired feelings of unity among the
participants.
Plans are well underway for WCNA·24 in Baltimore.
We expect flyers to be available by 1 February 1994.
One convention corporation board member and one
WSO staff member recently met with the host committee
for WCNA-25 in Paris, France. Details of that meeting
were not available when this report was written.
We have received seven resumes for the World
Convention Corporation coordinator position and expect to
have someone on board in December. We are hopeful
that an employee devoted full time to wec business will
help us be more responsive to questions and concerns
from the fellowship regarding the world convention.
NO IMM EDIATE PLANS TO MOVE WSO
We have extended the leases on our current buifdings
until October 1994. Consequently, the WSO will not move
before that time. We expect that we will be able to build
the necessary financial resources to give us a wider range
of options by the end of 1994 and are in the process of
developing plans to move at that time.
ALTER NATE LOCATION SOUGHT
FOR WSC'94
A recent visit by members of the world service
community to the Casttegate Hotel and Conference Center
made it clear that we would have to seek an alternative
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meeting site for WSC'94. The facility was scheduled to
have extensive renovations done before WSC'94. When
the WSO board met there in March 1993, a few problems
were noted. The hotel management agreed that the
problems would be corrected; however, nothing had been
accomplished as of September when the wortd service
inventory Composite Group met at that site. In fact, the
facility had eroded to the point where it would no longer
meet our needs at all.
Immediately aller receiving
notification and recommendations from members of the
Composite Group, we began a search for an alternate
meeting site. If at all possible. we intend to book a location
within Atlanta. We'll keep you posted.
PLEASE BEAR WITH US
Many of you who have called the WSO in recent weeks
have been asked to leave your name and a telephone
number at which you could be reached later that day. Two
factors have contributed to our decision to institute a callback system for several days of each week. One, several
of our staff members are ill or on maternity leave, the
majority of those on the WSO Fellowship Services Team.
Two, the volume of calls we receive has increased
dramatically over the past several years and continues to
rise. Though we don't expect the call-back system to
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become a permanent policy, we realize that it can be
frustrating. We appreciate your patience and cooperation.
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When not occupied providing basic services to the
fellowship. WSO staff members expect to be kept very
busy supporting the world services inventory project.

FELLOWSHIP INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TRUST

Because of recent reports, most of you are probably
aware of the approval at WSC'93 of the Fellowship
Intellectual Property Trust.
The trust outlines the collective decisions the NA
Fellowship has made over the years concerning the use
and protection of its literature and logos.
The WSO Publications Team, which is responsible for
the administration of NA's intellectual properties, has
begun to receive quite a few phone calls questioning the
specifics of how the name Narcotics Anonymous may be
used on flyers and how other trademarks may be used in a
variety of media such as letterheads, flyers, and
merchandise or material that commemorates an event.
However, there has been no marked increase in requests
for permission to reprint portions of our written material.
To help address some of these issues, we are including
three intellectual property bulletins with this issue of the
News/ine: -Individual NA Member Use of Narcotics
Anonymous Trademarks,· ~Reprinting NA FellowshipApproved Literature,· and ·Conflict Resolution Within the
Fellowship. · Please feel free to photocopy these bulletins
and share them with other members.
WORLD SERVICES INVENTORY

The three staff members assigned to the inventory
project are finding that lifty percent of their working hours
are being devoted to that project. Support consists of
providing assistance in the development of various
assessment and survey tools, communication, and
providing administrative support.
Consequently, some responsibilities have shifted within
the WSO Publications Team. Steve Lantos was assigned
as primary administrator for the inventory. As a result of
thaI, it became necessary for Lee Manchester, former
senior editor, to assume some of Steve Lantos'
responsibilities.
He has been given supervisory
responsibilities for the WSO editorial staff. Marilyn Scott
has been pulled completely off her duties for the
Administrative Team in order to devote her energies to
assisting Steve L.
The WSO Conference Services and Fellowship
Services Teams are preparing to compile comprehensive
histories of world service boards and committees. These
histories will specifically consist of a list of decisions made
since the end of WSC'88, synopses of board and
committee activities during that same time frame. and
copies of correspondence between the fellowship and each
board and committee over the last three years.
In
anticipation of this task, both leams have been busy
cataloguing all of the files in the WSO storage area.

PERIODICALS STUDY

The WSO Publications Team is conducting a review of
all the newsletters and magazines currently distributed
through our fellowship's world services. We hope the study
wilt give us a better handle on NA communications. We
are compiling circulation figures, analyzing editorial
methodology for each publication, looking for duplication of
effort , production costs, etc. Our goal is to facilitate costeffective , user-friendly communication within the fellowship_
We expect the current phase of the study to be complete
by the end of the year.
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

European NA community to assist with operations at
WSO-Europe
The WSO European Branch Operations Committee,
created to help manage WSO-Europe , met for the first lime
at the European Conference and Convention in Stockholm,
Sweden the weekend of 22-25 July 1993.
Utilizing a WSO director as its chairperson for this
meeting. the committee spent some time defining its
relationship with the WSO board and staff and the
fellowship in Europe.
Committee members asked
questions about the development of the WSO-Europe
sales policy. They also made plans to begin publishing NA
Europa , a newsletter that will pick up where the European
Newsline left off when it ceased publication in September

1991 .
With the assistance of the EBOC and the addition of a
full-time, multilingual office manager, we hope that WSOEurope will become increasingly more helpful and
accessible to NA members in Europe.
Trans lations
Contact with NA groups in Lithuania, Latvia, and Poland is
really picking up. Ursula Mueller, the WSO translations
coordinator, has received a great deal of correspondence
in recent months from these locations, aU expressing a
strong desire for NA literature in their respective
languages.
She reports that WSO is planning for
translations into languages that don't use the Roman
alphabet such as Lithuanian, Farsi, Hebrew, Arabic, Urdu,
Korean, Russian, and Hindi. Draft material in all these
languages is currently on file .
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LITERATURE UPDATE

NEWt Just For Today, gift edition
Just in time for the holidays, we are pleased to announce a
brand-new inventory item. Just for Today, NA's daily
meditation book, has been produced in a special gift
edition. It features a deluxe silk-screened hard cover and
decorative bookmark, all in a white gift box. $15 .00
NEW! The Group Booklet in Spanish
The Spanish-language inventory of NA literature recently
expanded with the translation of The Group Booklet. The
booklet sells for 55 cents.
NEWI Brazilian Portuguese Basic Text
The Brazilian Portuguese translation of Book One of our
Basic Text is now available. Printed in soflcover only, the
book sells for $5.00.

H&I audio tape
We have received several phone calls from members
expressing their confusion about the H&I audio tape. We
would like to clarify that the tape is a supplement to the H&I
Handbook. The handbook and the tape are meant to be
sold as a unit. As a courtesy to those who already have
the H&I Handbook, we are selling the audio tape
separately for this conference year only . After April 1994,
the two items will not be sold separately.
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OTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION
The NA Way Magazine
The NA Way Magazine is preparing for its annual group
subscription drive. Subscription cards and letters will be
sent to group seNice representatives through their area
seNice committees in mid-December. The annual group
drive is one of the ways we maintain our circulation figures.
At this point, our circulation stands at about 6,300. Last
year, approximately 700 subscribers did not renew their
subscriptions. Though we expect our group drive to push
figures back up to about where they were at the beginning
of the year, we are looking at ways to raise fellowship
awareness of the magazine , thereby increasing our
subscriber base.
If you haven't read The NA Way Magazine lately, take
another look. Your favorite departments--Meeting in Print,
Viewpoint, the Home Group comic strip--are still there
along with a few new elements, one of which is the "NA
History" department. We've received a great deal of
positive response to this regular column. The November
issue highlights a reprint of a 1954 Saturday Evening Post
article that recounts the days of NA's infancy in New York
City.
For subscription information, see the product
supplement included with this issue of the Newsline.

It Works : How & Why
At this writing the two-book-per-order restriction on the
special edition of It Works: How and Why had just been
lifted.
Large orders had been received from several
regional service offices. As a result, we expect that the
special edition will be sold out by the lime this Newsfine
reaches you.
We expect inventory levels on the regular edition of It
Works to remain constant. The regular edition sells for
$6.95.

Eternity medallion back in stock
Our initial order of one hundred eternity medallions,
honoring NA members who die in recovery, sold out almost
as soon as we received them from the manufacturer. We
immediately ordered more, and they are now in stock.
Regular bronze medallions cost $2.15, biplated medallions
are $1 1.00.

IN STOCK SOON
Temporary Working Guide to our Service Structure
The new edition of TWGSS, which includes revisions and
new policy approved at WSC'93, will be available by 1
December 1993.
Illness among staff on the WSO
Conference SeNices Team has resulted in the long delay
in revising and printing this publication. We apologize for
any problems you may have experienced because of this
situation and thank you for your patience. The TWGSS
sells for $3.30.

CONFERENCE DIGEST ORDER FORM
The Conference Digest is a semi-regular 4-page
summary of the activities of NA's world service boards
and committees. It is available by subscription, free of
charge, to any NA member, group, board, or committee.
To order your subscription, fill out your address:

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address

Clip out this form and mail it to Conference Digest,
Box 9999, Van Nuys CA 91409 USA

WSO Newsline
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

CALENDAR

After three yea rs of hard times, our financial picture is
finally looking up. We hope this trend witt enable WSO to
serve the ever-increasing needs of our intemational
fellowship such as translations and other development
efforts. With the addition of new inventory items such as It
Works: How & Why, we expect the upward trend to
continue.
We are currentty engaged in long-range
planning, which we hope will result in the accrual of
prudent cash reserves. The table below gives an overview
of our financial patterns from 1984 to the present.
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INSIDEWSO

Hellos and goodbyes
The newest member of our staff is Michelle Purdum,
editorial assistant in the WSO Publications Team , hired 1
August. Michelle comes to us with a dual degree in
international relations and communications from a private
Eastern university. Please join us in welcoming her to the
WSO.
Those of you calling with literature orders will have the
opportunity to speak with another new member of our staff,
Theresa Jones. hired 20 May to serve in customer service.
Please join us in welcoming her to the WSO.
Theresa was hired to replace Trish Schluter, who left
the WSO to relocate to Dallas. Trish was an asset in
customer service, and we will miss her a great deal.
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